
The Abridged Edition 

Any INSTRUCTION which is MODIFIED  
to provide ACCESS to  

an appropriate level of RIGOR  
and continuous GROWTH. 

 

Click here to listen to  
Carol Ann Tomlinson’s definition. 

Why? 
We differentiate to address a student’s 
capacity to learn new material. 
 

How? 
Here are some ways our highly  
capable students may learn new  
material differently from their peers 
with examples for clarification: 

 

• Processes abstract vs.  
 concrete ideas 

• The conflict of the story is 
betrayal vs. the conflict of 
the story is stealing 

• Explains complex vs. simple ideas 
• Paraphrasing the main idea 

vs. restating the main idea 
• Reasons with open concepts vs. 

structured concepts  
• How many different 

formulas can you think of 
that equal 10 vs. solve 10 
equations with a formula  

• Applies learning independently vs.  
 dependently 

• Develop a persuasive essay 
vs. apply sentence frames 
to develop a persuasive 
essay. 

• Acquires knowledge quicker than 
most 

• Needs 1-8 repetitions for 
mastery vs. needing 10-15 
repetitions for mastery 
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What is 

Why? 
We differentiate to help students  
engage meaningfully with learning. 
 

How? 
Here are some ways you can engage 
highly capable learners with their 
learning in meaningful ways with  
examples for clarification: 

 

• Share text-to-self, to-text, and to-
world connections with others 

• Compare Revolutionaries 
to rebellious teens. 

• Compare John Adams’  
 ideas to Abigail Adams’. 
• US vs. French, Russian, or  
 Mexican Revolutions 

• Include technology, modeling, 
prototyping, and experimenting  

• Build a bridge with  
 toothpicks to test your  
 theory on which shapes/

angles are the strongest 
• Allow creative expression 

• Create vocabulary 
“vines” (i.e., 6 sec. videos) 
vs. create flashcards 

• Engage in collaborations 
• Create a group contract to 

make sure workload is fair 
and plan how to address 
potential group conflicts 

• Embrace student voice and choice 
• Choose tasks from a Bingo 

or Tic-Tac-Toe board  

Why? 
We differentiate to address students’ 
unique and varied learning profiles. 
 

How? 
Here are some ways our highly  
capable students may have distinct 
learning styles with examples for  
clarification: 

 

• Type of Learning Environment 
• Activity and/or noise levels 
• Lighting/ temperatures 

• Type of Classroom Culture 
• Relying on specific  

systems, routines, rules,  
and expectations 

• Style of Learning 
• Visual/Spatial 
• Aural/Auditory-Musical 
• Verbal/Linguistic 
• Physical/Kinesthetic 
• Logical/Mathematical 
• Social/Interpersonal 
• Solitary/Intrapersonal 

• Style of Teaching 
• Director: learning via  
 specific directions, tasks 

• Learning Stations 
• Discusser: learning via 

questioning/discussion 
• Literature Circles 

• Facilitator: coaching and 
consulting as needed  

 during independent tasks 
• Science Fair 

Click here to listen to Carol Ann Tomlinson explain her reasons for differentiating instruction. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bApuBiitL8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcQ8shR37yg
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Mode #1: Mode #2: 

Differentiating context is about modifying how a  
student applies new learning (click here for more  
information). There are four ways to modify the way a 
student applies their knowledge: 
 

• Modify within one discipline 
• Students answer increasingly more difficult 

questions about comprehending a text 
• Modify by integrating multiple disciplines 

• Students answer increasingly more difficult 
questions about a text they read in science 

• Modify to include predictable real-world scenarios 
• Students read text about mold, following lab 

procedures for growing mold on bread 
• Modify to include unpredictable real-world  
 scenarios 

• Students use inferences from the text about 
mold to determine three ways to grow mold 
on bread and design experiments 

Mode #3: Mode #4: 

Click here to view Ian Byrd’s tool, “The Differentiator,” to explore more examples of how to modify these aspects of your instruction. 

Differentiating process is about modifying the actions 
students take to obtain new learning. Here are some 
ways to vary the process your students use to learn: 
 

• Modify the measurable verb in your learning  
objective to a higher level of Bloom’s 

• Click here for a collection of resources, or 
click here and find the tab called “Thinking  
Skill” for a list of instructional verbs 

• Modify the working arrangements 
• Group vs. individual work 
• Learning stations 
• Flexible grouping 

• Include additional opportunities for creative  
 expression, incorporating technology, and  
 students’ personal talents 

• See “Interest” on page 6 for more examples 

Differentiating product is about modifying the evidence 
of learning the student submits to you. Here are some 
ways to vary the products students submit to you: 
 

• Modify the format the student uses to submit  
 evidence of her/his learning 

• Click here, and then find the tab called 
“Products” for a list of different products 

• Allow students to design products around learning 
objectives 
• Provide the learning objective and the scoring 

guide. Student proposes products to you for  
 approval 

• Be prepared for when they finish sooner than 
planned 
• Consider starting a “Genius Hour” project. Allow 

students to work on it when they finish early. 
Click here for more information or see page 9 

Mode #5: Differentiating resources is about modifying what materials and sources of information 
students use when learning. Here are some ideas for differentiating resources: 
• Modify the Lexile range of texts or Quantile range of mathematics problems  
• Modify the tools used 

• Required three types of sources vs. required to have three sources 
• Modify questions you ask. Click here to learn more about questioning for rigor 

Differentiating content is about modifying the depth and 
complexity of the subject matter (click here and here for 
more information). Below are four of the 11 ways you can 
add depth and complexity to the content: 
 

• Discover unanswered questions 
• Find questions even the experts can’t answer 

• Modify to engage through an ethical lens 
• Determine if the author was being fair minded 

vs. determine where the author is using logos, 
ethos, and pathos 

• Modify to engage through a historical lens 
• Compare the Declaration of Independence to the 

Declaration of the Occupy Wall Street movement 
vs. analyze the Declaration of Independence 

• Modify to engage through different perspectives 
• Research stakeholder perspectives of issue/

event and present at least two perspectives vs. 
present a claim and evidence about issue/event 

 

http://www.leadered.com/pdf/Rigor_Relevance_Framework_2014.pdf
http://www.byrdseed.com/the-differentiator/
https://www.utica.edu/academic/Assessment/new/Blooms%20Taxonomy%20-%20Best.pdf
http://byrdseed.com/differentiator/
http://byrdseed.com/differentiator/
http://www.geniushour.com/what-is-genius-hour/
https://lexile.com/
https://www.quantiles.com/
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/116004/chapters/What-Is-Questioning-for-Cognitive-Rigor%C2%A2.aspx
http://www.scusd.edu/sites/main/files/file-attachments/icons_for_dandc.pdf
http://www.byrdseed.com/abstract-and-concrete/


 

 

Easy Quick 

Strategies 

Differentiated instruction can seem really overwhelming in the beginning, but the differentiation guru, Carol Ann 
Tomlinson, has a great method for getting started. Click here to listen to her method for starting differentiated  
instruction and words of encouragement! Then, check out these three quick and easy, low-prep strategies you can 
use to start differentiating instruction for your highly capable students! 

 

Strategy #1: 

Why? 
Pre-assessment is one of the best time-saving strategies you can add to your toolbelt. This is also a great strategy 
to use for highly capable students who need to move at a faster pace. This strategy can have many benefits for 
highly capable students; the National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) states, “Curriculum compacting allows 
these students to avoid having to relearn material they already know, which research has shown can lead to  
frustration, boredom and, ultimately, underachievement” (to read more from the NAGC, click here). Curriculum 
compacting works best when it is combined with other differentiation strategies, but it can be a wonderful place to 
begin if you are just getting started. 
 

How? 
Either create a pre-assessment or use an existing formative or summative assessment as your pre-assessment. Use 
the data from the pre-assessment to determine who has mastered the skills, content, and standards of that unit; 
you can use a data sheet like this to help you quickly sort students into ability-based groups and plan for your next 
steps. For the students who have mastered certain aspects of the unit already, you can eliminate those aspects 
from their instruction, focusing only on those areas that have yet to be mastered. 

Strategy #2: 

Why? 
Tiered activities can take many forms. Most of the time, tiered activities are presented as learning stations, a tic-tac
-toe game, or a menu from which students can make selections. Regardless of the form, “tiered task” refers to any 
time you design an activity in which students have multiple ways to access or engage with a lesson and/or  
demonstrate new learning.  Click here to hear three teachers from North Carolina discuss how tiered learning  
experiences benefitted  their students; then, click here to hear how  they think tiered learning experiences benefit-
ted them as teachers.  
 

How? 
Click here to watch a video on how to design a tiered assignment. You can also click here to hear advice from the 
teachers in North Carolina about implementing tiered learning experiences, or you can click here to see examples 
of tiered assignment formats and a checklist to self-evaluate your tiered assignments. These links, combined with 
the modes for differentiating instruction on page 7, can help you design a viable tiered learning experience.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGYa6ZacUTM
https://www.nagc.org/resources-publications/gifted-education-practices/curriculum-compacting
https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/the-easiest-simplest-way-ive-found-to-differentiate-instruction/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Rj1FA2yVlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcJWQXLvLZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qku7VX9n60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlrWgVSw7l8
http://www.monroe.kyschools.us/userfiles/905/Meaningful%20Choice%20Menu%20for%20Classroom.pdf


Strategy #3: 

Why? 
Genius hour is what happens when tech giants in Silicon Valley transform best 
teaching practices into best business practices. Google started “genius hour” by 
giving their employees up to 20% of their work week to devote to a personal  
passion project. Google has found that great innovations and new techniques are 
discovered because of this “Genius Hour” time, and productivity during the rest of 
their employees’ work week is significantly increased.  
 

Classroom teachers can glean similar benefits to this in their classrooms because 
“Genius Hour” is essentially a modified anchor activity. Anchor activities are a  
great strategy to use for highly capable students who usually finish early and need  
something productive to do. These activities are rarely graded but are usually  
presented to the class or to parents when completed to validate the learning that 
took place.  
 

These activities can be tied to the essential learning of a unit or grading period but 
can be designed in such a way to help students learn while exploring their personal 
interests and passions. Click here to hear second graders talk about their genius 
hour projects and what they learned from the experience.  

How? 
Teachers can either provide a list of suggested activities for students to choose from or allow students to design 
their own project or a combination of both approaches. You can click here to get some samples of anchor activities 
in various subject areas, or click here to access a free genius hour webinar. 

 

Slow down, turbo. . . 
Don’t feel ready to start working with these strategies? Have you tried these strategies without success before? 
One reason differentiation seems so daunting and can go awry can come from a need to revise classroom  
management systems to better foster independent learning. Instead of starting with differentiation strategies, 
start by implementing classroom management systems that provide your students with age-appropriate  
autonomy. Here are few ideas to get you started: 
• Record directions and responses and make the audio file available to students to playback when needed, and/

or attach timers and audio files to a PowerPoint for visual and auditory reminders of work expectations.  
• Establish learning support stations in a designated place in the classroom. These learning support stations could 

include files and information about routines and problem-solving techniques that are used regularly, or it could 
include hints or probing questions you would ask if a student told you s/he was stuck, or it could include  a work 
sample or answer key the student could use to check their own work. Students can visit the learning support 
station anytime they want, but they can’t take their work with them, or snap a picture of the resources therein.  

• Gamify your classroom management with Classcraft, and use this highly engaging and completely customizable 
classroom game platform to help you train the kids for differentiation. To learn about Classcraft, click here.  

Been here, done this, bought the t-shirt. . . what’s next? 
Ready for something more than this? Want to take on more advanced  differentiation strategies? Then, let’s do it! 
Below are some more complex, higher prep approaches to differentiating your instruction that are recommended 
for highly capable learners.  
• Design a “gold-standard” project-based learning task. To learn more about “gold-standard projects,” click here.  
• Use the inquiry model of instruction to plan a lesson or unit. To learn more about this, click here.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLxVeoRiNWU
https://freespiritpublishingblog.com/2015/03/27/cash-in-on-learning-engaging-students-through-interest-based-anchor-activities/
http://www.geniushour.com/
https://www.classcraft.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8o0wk1JQuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOWn6DZrQ40

